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Family Day at UC: Rain Doesn't Dampen Spirits
Continued from Page 1
what life is like at Ursinus."
James Tiggett.
Several professors were in attendance
Dave Brown, ajunior and member of during the day and student presentathe Family Day Committee said,"The tions regarding experiences with the
day was a lot of fun. It gave the study abroad and summer fellows prostudents a chance to interact with their grams were conducted periodically in
parents and share with them a taste of Olin Hall.

In the afternoon, many families made
their way to the football and field hockey
games to get a taste of UC athletics.
Junior Jaime Matty met her parents at
the football game.
"We had a great time," she said. "The
game was really exciting and it was cool

to hang out with my parents on campus
so that they can see some of the things
that I like to do here. II
Despite the rain, most in attendence
felt that Family Day 2000 was a success.

Pfahler Chair Goes Missing A.L.M.A. Takes Part in Annual
Continued from Page 1
is a state-of-the-art building
and that the department put
the money into improving
communal parts of the build.
mg.
The chairs were designed
to match the interior wood
of Pfahler. "Those chairs
were designed and purchased
for the comfort of all."
Tortorelli and the rest of
the Chemistry department
were happy to see that the
missing ch~ir had reappeared
on Friday morning inside the
front door of Pfahler.
While no one knows who
took the chair or where it
went, Tortorelli said, "We
believe them (the students)
to be responsible and good
people. I was hopeful that

Puerto Rican Day Parade
Tammy Scherer
ing, dance groups, and floats with elaborate designs that capture the Puerto Rican
culture."
The group met with other local colleges and distributed information about
their organization.
This is the 38th year for the parade,
which celebrates Puerto Rican culture.
More than 3,000 people took part in
the 2000 version of the parade, which
was held on the Benjamin Franklin Parkway.

Grizzly News Editor

Members of UC's A.L.M.A. were in
hiladeJphia on Sunday, taking part in the
ity's annual Puerto Rican Day Parade.
lilt was my frrst time, and many other
embers ofA.L.M.A. as well," A.L.M.A.
resident Maria Rivera said. "Participat.ng in the Puerto Rican parade was a
onderful cultural experience.
liThe parade featured bands perform-
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Utah Freshman Football Player Charged
With Attempted Murder
Eric Walden
University oj Utah

(U-WIRE) SALT LAKE CITY--Sean
Patrick O'Keefe, a walk-on member of
the University of Utah football team,
was charged with attempted murder and
aggravated assault Wednesday for his
alleged involvement in a weekend altercation.
O'Keefe, a freshman defensive end
from Sandy, allegedly hit 17 -year-old
Nathan Pherson over the head with a
baseball bat at a party early Sunday
morning, causing Pherson to be sent to
University Hospital with life threatening head injuries.
The incident occurred at approximately 1 a.m. on the street in front of a
Salt Lake home at about 1900 E and
1600 South.
Allegedly, O'Keefe hit Pherson so hard
that the bat broke. Pherson was origi-

nally being treated in the U Hospital's
Intensive Care Unit, but has since been
moved from the ICU and upgraded to fair
condition, according to hospital spokesman John Dwan.
Pherson remains hospitalized with skull
fractures and internal bleeding. One doctor said he "could not believe that Pherson
was still alive" given the seriousnessofhis

lUJunes.
O'Keefe, who was arrested Sunday, and
teammate Corey Dodds, a freslunan linebacker from Salt Lake City who has not
been arrested or charged, were both suspended from the team by coach Ron
McBride Monday.
Salt Lake City Police Department
spokesman Sgt. Jim Hill said the police
are not aware of whether Dodds was
involved in the incident as of Monday .
McBride declined to specifically comment on the charges brought against
O'Keefe.
"I don't want to make any further comment about that situation --I've already

Texas A+M Mourns Loss
of Bonfire
Stuart Butson
TexasA&M

(U-WIRE)COLLEGESTATION-- The
first round of tests for the fall semester
has come, but some Texas A&M University students must pass a test in a
bject far more difficult than calculus
or accounting.
This time last year, the leaders of the
ggie Bonfire were busy preparing cut
'tes, giving safety training courses and
DtI1len:1V1'
preparing for the two-monthprocess of constructing the largest
inAmerica.
is a disturbing void where stuonce sat sharpening axes and paintAnd, when the time comes for
music to arouse the slumbering
It~... of the Fowler, Hughes and
Complex (FHK), there will be
iII"'lUal·1t silence.
mleuml~s I wake up and think that
"1oU'.~ is still the same, that nothing
ba1tmeDotL" said Gran Potter, a crew
and sophomore business major.

C!f"'.......

"But then something, a picture or a
song, will bring it all back. It just feels
strange.
"I just feel like I should be doing something that I'm not doing, but no matter
what I try to fill that void with, there still
seems like there is something missing."
"The entire atmosphere of the donn is
different now," Johnson said.
"Cut and wake up and everything else
that went along with Bonfire brought us
together, made us a family. But now it's
not that way.
"Even during All-U Night, we were
supposed to follow the flag, but we couldn't
get the dorm to stay together around the
flag. Bonfire was how everyone joined
together -- everybody got to know everybody else. Now you will pass someone
and they won't even say 'Hi.' "
Asa way to preserve part ofthe missing
residence hall unity and fill the void left by
the missing activities, the four fonner
Bonfire leaders and others in the complex
have attempted to get the complex involved in as many activities as possible.

said too much," McBride said. "Jjusthave
to wait for the Jegal process to take its
course."
SLCPD initially believed that a confrontation had occurred between
O'Keefe and Pherson at a Salt Lake-area
party, prompting the player to briefly .
leave before returning to the scene armed
with a bat.
However, prosecutors have said that
Coach Ron McBride on O'Keefe:
O'Keefe was not provoked.
"He's off the team, regardless.
Utah student Mike Wright, who was at
Nothing's going to change that. "
the party and is an employee of The Daily
Utah Chronicle, said he did not see either Utes yet. And O'Keefe never will, said
the players or Pherson earlier in the McBride.
"He's off the team, regardless of what
evening. He said both groups arrived
happens from here. There's nothing that's
shortly before the fight started.
"These people had nothing to do with going to change that," McBride said.
the party," Wright said. "It was com- "Now all I can do is let the legal process
do its thing. "
pletely unrelated."
McBride said his players are taught to
O'Keefe and the group left the scene
shortly after the incident, and the police avoid fighting and are counseled at the
and an ambulance were called Hill said. beginning of each year.
"Ninety percent of the time our kids
Neither O'Keefe nor Dodds, who is
officially ineligible, had played for the are excellent," he said in an earlier interVIew.

The Ursinus College
Bookstore
Hours
9 a.m. - 7 p.m. Mon-Thurs
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Fri
10 - 2 Sat (during semester)
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haviorai Neurobiology footba a
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in G nnany recently s died 51 men
eoe
sed during 0 erat weig t
etween the ags of 20 and 47.
tr "- "og.
Of that group, the men who had s 16
or more times per month had stronger lar sy t m.1I
hearts and lower average blood pressure
exual intercourse, including foreplay
than guys of theame fitness level and can bum up to 180 calories an hour,
age group who had sex eightlmes or according to the American ·' eart A sociafi wer per month.
tion. That's more than playing a gam of
111 ir theory: By giving guys a way to touch footbaJ I and mor than twice the
manage day-to-day difficu1tles and re- en rgy used during moderate weight trainducing stress, it also helped them stay in Ing
better shape by providing them w· th one
III read somewhere that you bum a ton of
mor soure ofaerobic activity -- namely calories. It certainly could be classified as
sex.
exercise," said Joanne Montalbano" a seJ

ni r biolo

major at yracll e Uni er-

ity.
au _h l think orne guy bum more
calori by ju t tann at · 0
'brle 1
alone.
"

1I

Th only problem - ith th
r suI is
that most people don't engage ' n sex long
nough to r ap the cardIovascular re·
ard said William Ilzg,eraId a se
therapist ba ed in anta lara Cali f., and
found r of - '. s doc .com.
liThe a ver.ag,e foreplay is only four mines. nile the a erage tim from' ntromi Ion to ejaculation i 90 seconds,"

he saId.
"Thatain't noughtime to g tyourheart
and lungs at op imum for more than 30

econds. I
itzg ral did nt, ho
r, that regardless ofho long sexual activity lasts,
Hean inspire production of testosterone a
major contributor to 1 an muscle gain, and
can also improve peoplets Ii es immea ..
surably.
"I don't know here I would be without
sex/' said Todd MytkoWlCZ, a seniorlcomputer science major.
"I d finitely feel that it's made improvements in many parts of my life."
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ch d ed to ta o V ------ra 's ay
Plans Approved Despite Numerous Complaints
ammy Scherer
Grizzly News Editor

This past week, plans for the National World War II Memorial were
approved by project organizers. The
group agreed that complaints claiming the layout will be too confusing
were invalid and ground-breaking
for the site should continue as scheduled.
Opponents of the Memorial fear
that its construction 'w ill impair visitors' views of both the Lincoln Memorial and Washington Monument.

Former S nator Bob Dol ,a World
War II veteran, told opponents of the
construction that the memorial will
showcase the essence of what the sol-

diers of that era were fighting for- "so
we could have freedom of expression
and have different views."
Plans for the World War II monument include two fountains, fjfty-six
pillars surrounding the reflecting pool
at Lincoln Plaza and the star for each
veteran killed in the war.
Nearly $140 million dollars was
raised in an effort spearhe,a ded by Dole
for the monument's construction.

Plans for tbe World War II

mODU-

ment includ two fountains, fifty-six
pillars surrounding tbe reflecting pool
at Lincoln Plaza and tbe star for eacb
veteran killed in the war"
Ground-breaking is expected to be on
Veteran's Day.
During the meeting, the committee
also discussed lighting and the constructions of two minor building on
the sight of the memorial. The approval of these addiditions will be voted
on during the groups next meeting on
October S.
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Six 0 e unive sities
re use to ban Napster
V-WIRE) AMBRIDGE--Six
mor universiti s announced Friday they would not block access to
apsteron their computer networks,
despite a request by an attorney for
Metallica and Dr. Ore that they do
so.
The decisions by Princeton, Georgia Tech~ the University ofFlorida,

the University of Cali fomi a at Los
Angeles, the University of Cali fornia at Berkley and the University of
Michigan brings the total ofschools
officiallyrefusingareque tto block
access to Napster to ] O.
Four other schools -- Harvard
University, Boston University, Columbia University and the Univerity of Pennsylvania -- have yet to
announce their decisions regarding
attorney Howard E. King's recent
request that they block the service.
Harvard is expected to announce
its decision about Napster on
Wednesday_
Although three schools agreed to
block access to Napster last spring
when King added them to a la suit
again t the company, no schools
have blocked the service as a result
ofKingts most recent round of letter .
King has said that he win not
immediately sue chool refusing
to block the service and will instead
try to informally convince them of
their legal and moral obligation to
do so.
The arguments over a university's
legal obligations with respect to
Napster hinge on provisions in th

1998 Digital Millenniwn Copyright
Act.

10 act stipulates that Intern
service provid rs (lSPs) have n
legal responsibility for copyrigb
violations on th irnetwo of hi
th y are UDa
Ul1ll',...

How er nce notift d ofa
lation

st ps t

y

m

orrect it.

talc

,
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Student Comment

2 Thumbs Up for Theater
Prof's Fringe Work
Why is UC Assistant Theater Professor Dominic Scudera the real deal?
He is the visionary who's putting the
Arts! back into the Arts and Lecture
Series.
He is the real world director who
realizes more shows must go on here in
Collegeville.
He is man who orchestrated the biggest coup for our theater-starved campus in years, bringing 5 original shows
straight from the just-completed 2000
Philly Fringe Festival into Ritter's black

box.
All 4 evening performances, as well as
aturday's matinee, were well -attended,
ell-received and wonderfully staged,
eaving all who came and went with an
appreciation for a genre of theater we

might not have otherwise experienced.
UC students showed up by the dozens
and fiIIed the seats, along with several
UC staff and faculty who were spotted
in the audience throughout the two-day
event. Notable among them were Dr.
Dawley, Dr. Doughty and Dean Nolan.
Sorely lacking were the familiar faces
of other members of the CST faculty,
begging us to wonder, what ever happened to departmental solidarity?
Overall, for everyone who did attend,
the weekend was highly positive and
satisfying, leaving only one question
unanswered, will there be a next year?
"I would gladly do it again. I'd love
to." Scudera says.
Now that's the real deal.

--D.R.
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Students Fed Up wit
Slow Internet Service
J

So far this semester, the conditions in
campus computer labs, especially Myrin
and Bomberger, have been considerably
less than adequate in handling even the
simplest student needs. Computers consistently run into problems at the click of
a mouse or touch of the keypad, having to
be rebooted (read: ~ed offwithout shuttingdown Windows
and quickly turned
back on) ifthey even
boot up at all.
And when the
rebooting finally
does occur, students
are never quite sure
which
dialog box will greet
them after that long
and arduous process.
If they're lucky, it
will be the one askIng
for
their
usemame and pasc;word. Yet, more often
than not, the message awaiting UC
undergrads will have something to do
with the newest fatal error that's hard at
work keeping them from typing papers or
checking e-mail.
The Myrin lab is not much better. It is
not an uncommon sight in the basement
lab to see frozen screens, error messages
and computers booting in what appears to
be some sort of program deprived safemode.
The Olin and Pfahler labs are slower
than normal, but overall seem to be Ii ving
up to student expectations (which are
lower than ever before). Come midterms

Want To Be
Heard???
To sound off any subject, react
to articles,· ues and state your
opinions, s boot a letter to the
editor or guest opin· on article
o e of two ways:

and finals crunch , however, a campus
with only two steady, working comp
labs presents a potentially catastrophic
problem.
The freshman II Laptop Initiative" and
the continued maintenance of
Pfahler and Olin are surely measures to
be applauded.
But the problems upperclassmen are facing
with traditional
labs (i.e. we don't
all have laptops)
means the bold
Ursinus website
claim
that,
"Ursinus can
boast a robust
and reliable computing network
environment-fully wired donn
rooms
and
classrooms ... high-speed network connections and a high level of support," is
not misleading, somewhat dishonest or
bogus.
It's a downright lie.
One of the aims of the Laptop Initiative is to build, and we quote, "Equal
Access to Computing for All: a college
of shared and equal means where, regardless offinancial need, no one is left

behind."
Yet, it seems that for upperclassmen
who can't count on laptops or working
computer labs, getting left behind is
more ofa threat than ever.

-e.e.
e-mail:
grizzly@ursinus.edu.

soailmait:
TbeGrizzly
Ursinus College
PO Box 1000
Collegeville, PA 19426-1000
We Hope to Hear From You!
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Why hould you ote for the Democratic Party? Why not?! Th
ore!
Liebennan ticket offer a comprehensive campaign plan for the upcoming
2000 presidential election that addres
all of the needs of the American public.
Vice President Gore's policy on gun
control would effectively stop guns from
falling into the wrong hands. For instance, more than one ofthe guns used at
Columbine High chool was purchased
at a gun show. Gore's gun policy emphasizes the need
to put an end to
such purchasing
loopholes.
ViceThe
President also
upport mandatory criminal
background
checks for all gun
buyers and the
distribution of
child safety trigger locks with
new gun purchases. Gore's
plan goes one step further than George
w. Bush's in that Gore wan torequir
all new handgun buyer to carry a photo
license, similar to a driver's license and
to enforce a three-day mandatory wai ingperiod.
re will fight for all Americans to
ha ace to affordable qual· ty ealth
care and blam heal -care COIlt1PllneS
for 'putting profi ahead 0 people.
The projected cost of Gore's plan fo
Medicare prescrip ·ODS and ubsidi~
premium· 253 bill· on for a -y

period.

percentageofunin ur
omen and children.
AI ore's campaign which tands on
education, is in opposition to Bu h' s upport of vouch
a tax break that helps
paren payforprivate hoolwhenpublic schools fail. Gore's plan ould hut
them around,
down failing schools,
and then reopen them. Bush would lea e
the failing chools in plac , taking the
money away from the school. onsequently, parents would have to be convinced that a
voucher ould be
enough money to
paytuitionata private school, when
it is clearly not.
I that
m r choice and
competition within
publi and barter
chool
·11 benfi tuden ' eduI

Why am I a Republican? Before e get
caught up in the tereotype , let's estabIi h off the bat that I'm far from rich and
that for e ery White Anglo- axon Protestant in my family tree there's working
class stock that resen the ugge tion
from some ofour Democratic friends that
neither his collar nor bis name are bite
enough to ever truly belong in the modem

GOP.
I am a Republican not because oftradition or blue blood or free soil or large bank
accounts. Put simply I am a Republican
because I alue fre dome I am a epublican because I believe that pursuit is best
honored hen citizen have all the & doms of a truly liberal democracy at their
disposal. I am a Republican because
Ii tha
go
en 1 1COllDl

grandfather'S generation enough
ognize that there was a· eWbeDlltel
succeeded when go,remme~msI1't;

to sa e them. An amazing WOIrk
faith, dedica ·on and most mt1DOllll
freedom, ere the only too.1S
disposal.
The beauty ofthe American,n le:QI:
it lea
us free to
towards our ultima
might not provide
a
the trip any smoother bu i dlUM!·ftPoft"I
us ·th the road to ge
going. t d
pronuse
doesn't alway 1 di 1 oCOlIlfOd
a society that se halleng~es
in tead of dragging d
I b
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Attacks on Zack's
Premature Closings Leave Students Hungering For More
Lauren Springer
News Editor

You would think that, with a phone
number that spells F-O-O-D, Zack's
would be the perfect place to find just
what your stomach is craving. Apparently, that is not always the case.
Ursinus claims that its alternative
dining experience, Zack's, is open until
midnight during the week and until 2
a.m. on the weekends to serve those
students whose busy schedules conflict
with the normal cafeteria hours. Zack' s
is also supposed to serve as a convenient
place to pick up snacks or meals during
late night cram sessions.
The bonus is that students can use
their "Zack Power," a pre-detennined

amount of money built into their tuition,
to purchase food throughout the day so
they do not have to scrounge for change
when they are in a hurry.
While Zack' s is open at the aforementioned times, its reliability and efficiency
are lacking to the point where it is debatable whether the cafe serves any real
purpose staying open so late.
Twice in the four weeks school has been
in session, my friends and I have gone to
Zack's between 10 and 11 p.m. to find
that the employees have already closed
down all the ovens and grills. This left us
with a wide variety ofpre-packaged snack
foods, early morning baked goods and
aged salads. Oh, and don't forget about
the small boxes ofcereal and the unlimited
supply of soda. Such a selection may

suffice for those students who simply
need a sugary pick-me-up to finish the last
hour or two of studying, but for those of
us who come lookring for a meal, it just
does not cut it.
I work twice a week at a job which I
don't return home from until after ten at
night. Many times I find myself hungry
for a sandwich or maybe some chicken
fries. To my extreIl)e disappointment and
frustration, I find that all that is available
to me at the one place that "guarantees"
virtually free food so late at night is
Munchos or Fruit Loops. Thus, either I
take what I can get for free at Zack' s,
which is nutritionally deficient and completely unsatisfying, or I use what meager
funds I possess as a poor college student
and drive to Wawa for a Junior ham and

cheese.
Either way, Zack' s is not fulfilling its
obligation as an establishment which
allows students with hectic schedules
and tight budgets the chance to eat somewhat healthly. IfZack's is going to claim
to be open for business late at night, it
should be prepared to serve students the
meals they are craving at all hours ofthe
day. Most students would not make a
trip from their cozy dorm rooms all the
way to Zack's at 11 p.m. just for a bag of
Fritos and a flat Mountain Dew. They
expect food ofreal substance and that is
what they should be provided with.

Wan t Your Opinion Heard???
E-Mail: Grizzly@ursinus.edu

Order Forms "Subverting" The Sandwich Experience
Katie Lambert
Grizzly Opinions

There has been a lot of frustration
lately concerning the new ordering situation in Zack's. What new situation,
you ask? Well, the main change from
last year involves students having to fill
out order forms in order to get a sandwichmade. The Wawa-like style forms
k you what kind of sandwich or sub
you want made, and what type ofcondients and toppings you would like.
wever, once a student fills out a form
and places it in the basket, they are 0 fien
wondering where their 6-inch tursub is several minutes later.
Many students claim that the problem
a lack of organization. After you
1IUU:e your form in the basket, other
lIIW:leDts filling out fonns for their sandchea place these new orders on top of
own. Yes, that means that your
_lOW1Ch doesn't get made until the
placed forms in the basket are
~,.a care of, regardless of the fact that
was there frrst.
",nere have been many student comDl8lre28~dlIll!this new ordering techin lack's. "The fonns are okay,
because you know the workers
get your order right, but it's

still a pain. There's always a huge
crowd standing around filling out the
forms at the counter, causing even
more confusion and claustrophobia.
Plus, I don't feel like taking the time to
fill out the form if I'm in a rush and
need to be somewhere," junior Pam
Carpenter said.
Carpenter brings up another good
point - what about the monstrous
crowds that flock to Zack' s? When a
crowd rushes into the sandwich area,
there's basically no hope in even being
able to get up to the counter to get a
form to fill out.
"I went the other day, there were a
ton of people standing around waiting
for their sandwiches to be made, and by
the time I fmally got up to the counter to
get a form to fill out, there were none left,"
senior Ed Lambert remarked. "So, I left
and went up to Wismer."
Another problem with the new formordering method is the lack of supplies.
There have often been times when students have complained that all 'o f the
forms have been used up and the pencils
have no point on them.
"How am I supposed to fill out the form
with a little golfpencil that has absolutely
no point on it? They won'tbe able to read

my "special instructions" that I wrote
with a penci I that has no point," Carpenter
commented in frustration.
No forms left, pointless pencils, and
massive crowds loitering around waiting
for their subs to be made - the new woes
in Zack' s seem to be endless.
Is there anything we can do about it?
Has anyone ever heard of a "Sandwich
Subversions Boycott"?

What do you think
about Zack's? Is it
time for a boycott?
Be heard. Write
your opinion!
E-Mail:
Grizzly@ursinus.edu
with your response
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Still, many international stud nt w r,
1a hy commercials, heated debates,
pearly white smiles and end] s handshak; s can mean only one thing: Presi ..
dential elections. As t,e levision spots and
radio airwaves are flooded with sound
bits and catchy phrases, the American
public seems to to,lerate the a11-too familiar persona1 attacks and mudslinging.
or the international students at Ursinus
College however, the upcoming Presidential elections are exciting, surprising,
and som times even disappointing.
Most international students were quick
to point out the obvious differences between the American democracy and the
governments of their home countries. In
various countriesalc ross the globe, the
President is chosen by the dominant parties or appointed by Parliament. Many
countries do not even possess the title of
Pr sideRt, jnste d led by the position of
'me Mini ter. A direct election by the
people for the rno t powerful office in the
Uni d tates is certainly a foreign con-

int re tin

nnul/(a,r.

generous with then opinions concerning
the race. As Rie Soto of Japan noticed,
"They attack the other party instead of
saying what they can do for America. II
ellow Japanese ,e xchange student Satoko
Shiratori mentioned, II It se ms hkeentertainmentand no policies. They don't seem
to say important things, just try to send a
good image. Why worry about commercia1s?" "It looks Iike the winner is he who
could bash the other opponent, It said Nour
Moghrabi of Jordan. Expanding to consider the individual candidates, Moghrabi
remarked, "I don't have a personal opinion but it seems hkeGore is an imitation
of Clinton and Bush is an imitation of his
father. I am amazed at how deceiving
their plans are to the public. II
Special interest groups and lobbyists
were also addr ssed. Wilder Sanchez of
Peru believes, "The candidates look so
superficial,. changing their messages to
win over certain types of voters. "
The focus of key issues is also under
debate and not just within America's bor-

ac'

,OJi and

or Ie

u h is the am one faced by Pre i nt
linton when the confli t' - snla aros :
if iol nc hould once again c me to the
alkans should the
,erv ne or
n I ilose·c i
hou]d e tayhom?
un at and ontenegro remains a part
f the Yugoslav t; d ration her - ill
rno t c rtainly e major polilical '0lcnce in Bel ade. ]r ady t n of thouands f anti- · ilose 'ie demonstra ors
h
t ken to th tr t in th S rbian
capitol con onting riot pol ice and chanting "Kill our 1f lobodan and Sa
. erbia!' and th ituation only promises
to b com mor un tab' a time goes on.
Both candidates say that they favor U.S.
intervention abroad but neither ha e yet

A

be n con · onted ·th a realistic scenario
in . hie the U. . would possibly have to
intervene militarily in a foreign land until thi week. Although there is little
the nit dtates can do at this point in
t game but ait to see what the official
election
ult may be this incident
should open up the door for a much
n d d d bate on foreign policy in this
country (but it probably . on't).
While information on education, precription drugs, and social security
Gor and George W.
abound both
Bush s'\ b sites are strikingly de oid of
foreign policy content. It ems as if the
U it d tate is going to fall into the
am trap tha it did during Pre ident
linton s first campaign Ylh n the dom stic policy progTam highlighted on
th campaign trail were forced to take a
b ck seat to arious foreign policy "crises' that stymied an unprepared and
obli .ous Vihite HOll e.
What v rthe au come in Yugoslavia
wle need to ake up and ralize that not
all politics is local. As the lone super-

po\:\/er in the world, the Unit d States has
a

ac

and serv s a purpose in the
'nt mationa] community and \ve as
Americans must understand that its time
for u to figure out wHat that p ace and
purpo e are - befor its too lat .

e ican Politics

ders. Tronn Hansen of Norway feels that
presidential candidates focus too much on
international affairs without promising to
flclean up their own backyard." Hie also
ass'erts that th money the candidates
"wa te on campaigns could probably be
suffkient t'O provide a nation in the third
world!'" Padeha Tunthaobas from Thailand agrees, saying .. I see the political
campaigns as lavish. Everything seems
more like a game of who can spend more
money to gain votes, very insincere."
Other students chose to comment on
another vital part of election anaylsis, the
voters. The MTV Rock the Vote website
reports that only 17% ofyoung people age
18.. 24 vote in elections while 2/3 of college students are not even registered. Jordan native Rosana Bitar explains, "Due to
the low voter tum .. out here, it is a matter
of who convinces more people to vote, not
who convinces more people ofthe validity
of his ideas. II
Despite the harsh truths and variou
interpretations expressed by the few international students interviewed, many were
anxious to add a disclaimer to their criti-

cisms. Mariel Sirvegna of Argentina
said "In my COWltry and many others
in South America, corruption and buying votes is common.'" Despite the
flaws in the process of the quickly
approaching elections she adds, "In
America, each vote counts equally in a
powerful democracy. II
The strongest undercurrent of the
opinions of the diverse international
students who enrich the Ursinus college campus was that of improvement,
a challenge placed in the hands of the
people, whose vote is their voice. Instead of turning off the television during debates or slamming the newspaper
down in disgust over the latest batch of
political manuvering, many students
advocate participation and active pursuit of American ideals.
Nour Moghrabi has a challenge to
the frustrated citizens who sometime
dread November. "America n eds to
create a sense of responsibility among
the public to
nurture democra y"
illustrating both flaws and promis for
the Presidential lection .
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Are Reimert Residents Overcharged for Damages?
Cornota Harkins
Grizzly Opinions

One ofthe flowering plants that grows
in the Reimert gardens is called an Impatient. Impatients are annuals, which
means that once planted, they grow and
bloom only once before they die and
never come up agaIn.
Everyone has seen the yellow flyers
taped to doors, detailing the $50.00
charge for each flowering plant that dies
but no matter how careful Reimert
residents are, these plants are going to
die. Be it with footfalls, the first frost or
a lack of water, these annuals will not
survive. But the real question is: Should
you be charged $50.00 because the
weather got to cold?
Natasha Misanko, memberofthe Residence Housing association said that, "I
think the fine is a little hefty." Misanko' s
opinion is especially important because
she is one of several students that
planted and designed Reimert gardens.
The Residence Housing Association paid

for the flowers from their budget with the residents will be charged if they die.
intention to "spruce up" Reimert and
I went to the local Agway and spoke to
Mary Rapp, and Jesse Aber, 2 bookkeepmake it a better place to live. .
Natasha said that before buying the ers and gardeners for the store, about
plants they went to several nurseries and Impatients. During' my visit I learned that
did some research. RHA sought out a packet of impatient seeds regularly cost
hearty plants
IIIIIJIIIII!I~
ninety nine
that could surcents, and
viveintheharsh
that those
outdoor condiseeds are
tions ofReimert.
cur r en t 1y
Annuals were
50% off. It
recommended,
was also
as were the
learned that
shrubbery and
a four pack
the wild roses
of seedling
that grow there
impatients
now. It is uncosts $1.59.
clear whether or
That price
not the impais for four
tiens that grow there currently were rec- plants, which are currently 10 to 15% off.
ornmended. They were originally planted A flat of impatiens is also available at a
in June of 1999, and were then re-planted discounted cost, a flat contains 12 plants.
again this June.
When questioned about the living conThe cost to grow these impatients is ditions needed to grow the plants Mary
significantly less than the cost that Reimert Rapp replied, "It's pointless to plant im-

patiens there, they won't survive. It's a
waste of money. "
Rapp went on to say that although the
plantsdonotrequirea 10tofsun, they do
have a rather delIcate stem and require a
significant amount of water.
The Residence Housing Association
views these plants as an investment into
"the beautification" of Reimert. The
$50.00 fine is a lot of money, especially
for a plant that won't survive long anyway. However, plants do release oxygen into the air and thus increase the air
quality of smoky Reimert, not to mention changing the desolate image of the
fonner "dirt garden." You must decide
for yourself if the fine is appropriate
punishment for their destruction. Some,
like Misanko, want to lmow "[ w]hy you
would want to destroy something that is
making your life better?" While others
like junior Abby Stammen say that, "I
think it's Ridiculous."
You have the research. Decide for
yourself. Is $50.00 too much?

UC Swimming Pool: Drowning In Dust
egan Restine

he refers to as its much-needed "faceli ft." residue that seeped in from the nearby Additionally, much of the equipment
The administration was more than willing construction that covers the entire pool stored there, including fins and
to satisfy Thompson's entreaties for new deck as well as everything in the region. kickboards, were lost due to the fact that
plish, splash! With the start of the
bleachers, doors, lane lines, and a badly Junior swimmer and lifeguard, Denise the pool was open and very accessible
year, the William Elliot Pool has
Jaskelewicz suggested to all who plan on throughout most of the summer. The
needed paint job.
RC4:ntly opened for the season. Its many
taking a dip equipment that remains after the comHowever, these
ons, including both recreational
not to "walk motion is buried beneath the sheath of
finer details will
_mnlers and Ursinus swim team memnot be attended to
"At the end of last year, the con- around in bare dust and residue, and there is some conalike, have put on their suits and are
until after the alstruction workers assured the school feet!" Despite cern that the rather expensive timing
to jump right back in the water.
ready behind
that the pool would be sealed off to many prom- system may not be functional because of
, the pool's current condiises from the these circumstances.
schedule conprevent
any
unwanted
materials
leaves much to be desired.
custodial staff
struction on the
Not only does this discourage current
we all know, the construction on the
from trickling into tbe aquatic area, to powerwash students from using the pool, but its
rest of Helferich
Lewis Bakes Field House has been
yet, this step was not taken, and tbe the region, the current appearance also detracts many
and the new field
troublesome and a bit disturbing
house are better
work that went on around it has left dirt and dust is of the recruits and high school students
daily routines of our athletes,
still quite ap- visiting the college. This, in tum, creates
under control.
tbe pool filthy and unsanitary. "
rn...y", and staff, yet the majority of
parent and problems for the UC Swimming ProThrowing salt
_lts(11o not realize the disorderly and
problematic.
gram as well as the college itself.
into this wound,
1m11Dt present status of the pool.
As members of the UC Swim Team
the current construction, that should have
Clearly, this is a situation which needs
designs for the new field house do
had no effect on the pool, certainly has endeavor to participate in dry-land work- to be taken care ofpromptly as the swim
__ ,_anymajorrenovations for the
made its mark on the area. At the end of outs, the condition of the pool thwarts season quickly approaches and as more
area and although the school is
last year, the construction workers as- their attempts. Trying to engage in condi- and more students and staff voice their
IDJetelvrestoring all ofthe sections of
sured the school that the pool would be tioning exercises, including push-ups and complaints about the pool's condition.
~cn Hall that stem adjacent to the
sealed off to prevent any unwanted mate- sit-ups, while competing with dust and Especially impacted are UC swimmers
aquatic region will remain nearly
rials from trickling into the aquatic area. other debris is no}\' virtually impossible who are left to flounder on dry land
Yet, this simple step was not taken, and for these athletes "It's a disappoinbnent seemingly forgotten as competition time
1SUlD8~elY, upon requests from the
the work that went on around it has left the to the entire team that these simple re- nears. Its time that UC's pool problems
.,___ Women'sHead Swimming
quests were not met," commented sopho- were addressed and in my opinion, the
pool filthy and unsanitary.
bI".!D!rThompson, several smaller
sooner the better!
There is a layer of dust, screws, and more swimmer, Faith Lockner.
be made to tbepool in what
Opinions Editor
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Virtual Grad School Fair and Greater Philadelphia
Techlink: Connecting Students to Their Future
Career Services
Ursinus College

GradSchoolFairs.com is a virtual
graduate school fair.
This website will host basic infonnation on graduate programs as well as
open chat rooms and tlrreaded discussion boards.
GradSchoolFairs.com
will be driven by a LIVE event held in
Philadelphia at the Pennsylvania Convention Center on Wednesday, Sept. 27
from 2-7 p.m.
There will be an estimated 150 academic recruiters at the live event. Eight
drawings will be held throughout the
day for one-thousand dollar scholarships - five for those attending the event

and tlrree for those
visiting the virtual
fair.
To get more infonnation, check out
http: II
w»'w. GraduateSchool
Fairs. com

Jump start your career search!
Attend The Greater Philadelphia Techlink, a reception that
provides an opportunity to network with CEO's and other key
executives of tech companies.

Another graduate school internet forum, www.gradforum.orggoes live Sept.
15 and will be available throughout the
year. This web-based forum replaces a
one-day graduate fair event which has
been offered for the past 21 years through
a consortium of schools including Bryn
Mawr, Haverford, Rosemont, and

Mal vern, Pa.
For directions to the campus, visit the
Career Services Office located on the first
floor of Bomberger Hall.
Jump start your career search and at-

1

22

12

it and neither do I! Call x 8753

Wanted: Antique pickle jar with etched
cucumbers on side. Will pay up to
$1000. Call x5085

8WF Seeks College Guy

Wanted: Air Conditioner for Grizzly
office. Willing to pay any price forcold
workspace.
Call x 9415

Gettin' Piggy with it

....

Pig for sale! Barnyard trained, very
clean. Great friend, no special diet!
Call x9542

.1

Book for Sale!

31 Children's game
33 Navy rank (abbr.)
34 Near

35Anlmal
:¥? Chart
39 Inanimate object
40 Degree
42 Rest
44Dlah

. . Toy

Fuel

Please send one week in

In a Pickle

In Need of AC

24MJacue
28 Epoxy
2D Nymph

To submit a news item for
publication in our
nOn Campus News" section,
e-mail: grizzly@ursinus.edu

Classifieds

2

ACROSS
1 Mire
4 Make points
S Common noun suffix
12 Ever (poetic)
13 Path
14Bom
15 High Pitch
17 Give
19 Smell
21 Catch
22Paaaable

tend The Greater Phi ladelphia
Techhnk. Techlink is a receptIon that
provides a unique opportunIty to network with CEO's and other key executives offast-growing technology companies in the Philadelphia area.
Register on the web at
www.sctcorp.com/eventsltechlink
Or contact Lynn Langnas at 800223-7036 ext. 2211

advance of desired publication date.

Crossword
Ans'rVer

Swartlunore Colleges
and Villanova University.
Another note of interest for students is
The GFeater PhiladelphIa Techlink, coming
up on Wednesday,
Oct. 4, 2000 held from
6-8 p.m. It will be
held at the SeT corporate campus in

50 High cards
51 No (Scottish.)
53 Rushllke plant (Scot.)
55 Hungry
58 Reviews
61 It Is (Poetic)
62 L_ves
64 Grain
65 But
68 Resin (scot.) .
fS1 Edu. group (Abbr.)

DOWN
1 Ante
2 OVer (poetic)
3011
4 Alone
5 Beat; elite
6 Toward; to (pret.)
7 Free
8 Jacket
9 Authorize
10Meeh
11 Prepare golf ball
16 Wide
18 Gripe

20 Craft
22 Sudsy
23 Correct (Comb. form)
25 Male goat
27 Join
28_ Park, CO
30 Put on, as clothes
32 Crack
36 Joke
38 Style of material
41 Monarch. ruler
43 Ballet step
45 Performance
47 Paddle
49 Sudden flood
52 Always
54 Deteriorate
55 Pig pen
56 Same score
57 Outside (Pre'.)
59 Fork prong (Scot.)
60 Station (abbr.)
63 Form of verb "be
tt

Book for sale: Dr. Fitzpatrick's Politics
100 class. The bookstore doesn't want

SWF seeks SM for date for Oct. 7
Dated. Must dress to impress, prefer
frosh or soph Reply to x 8246

8M Seeks Chick into Wrestling
SM junior seeks lovely 1ittle lady to wine
and dine. Must have interest in ProWrestling, trucks and sushi.
Reply to x 6429

Vacuum for Sale
For Sale: vacuum cleaner - two years
old, good condition, only used to clean
up after Reimert Friday nights.
Call x 9135

Submit Y our Own Classified Ad
.. and s~ it in print next week!
AU Others
$5 for 2 weeks
an Killeen at
..,..,&&'"..~w.a. n •.!!..~__ edna Maxunum of 25 words.

u..,......&·.....

....
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Philly ringe Fest·val's UC
Debut a Smashing Success
JetJChurch
Dan Reimold

The Quarry Theatre perfonned "Thirty
A&EEditor
Neo-Futurist Plays" in 60 minutes. This
Co-Editor-in-Chie!
extraordinarily exciting show opened with
Apacked Ritter center welcomed five an actor setting a timer for 60 minutes,
theatre troupes from five very different, calling "curtain," while the audience
very experimental shows this past week- screams out what mini-play they want to
end at the First Annual Ursinus Fringe see first. Highlights include "Beauty and
Festival, spearheaded by UC professor the Breast," "I Remember the Leg," and
"Uncle Vodka."
of Theatre Arts, Dominic Scudera.
The audience witnessed the troupe sumThe "mini-fringe" weekend began with
"Happy Organ: An Allegorical Tale," a ming up Hemingway's works into witty
two-man show blending puppetry and one-liners in "Hemingway Afternoon."
"The At-Home-Big-Budget-Action-Flick
theater, directed by Scudera.
"Organ" combined improvisation, Kit" revealed the formulaic banality of
sexual innuendo, and snippets of modem films.
Depending on the show, audiences
Shakespeare into an innovative and hiranged from 75 to 100, with students
larious journey to find the lost" Art."
"Wing Span" was a serious glimpse making up the majority, while UC facinto a mother-daughter relationship in ulty, staffand members ofthe Collegevi Be
tbefanningcommunity. The playwright, community also took advantage of the
director and choreographer combined free shows.
The "mini-fringe" festival of original,
their efforts in an attempt to bring to life
hilariously scathing, satiric plays proved
a piece of famous art.
Max In Hollywood, Baby!" was a to be a successful, refreshing glimpse into
. look at one dog's attempt to the world of professional, avant-garde
a major Hollywood-style motion theatre.

Photo by Joe Laskas

ulsfort's -Something Like Human
who loves good altermusic, the newest Fuel almust-buy.
offtheir last successful major
album in 1998, Sunburn,
two-year tour that followed,
back into the studio and cremtI11er alternative rock success in
'1"tlllsr Like Human.
UIl&.lLU'sCD has considerably more
presence than its predecessor
......I~continue to please their loyal
ew York to Washington,
_UILaL

like in Sunburn, Something Like

bas. primary message through-

out the score written by
songwriter and guitarist
Carl Bell.
The message in this album details the sorrows in
relationships and break-ups.
The message is easy to
hear even through the wide
range ofrhythms and moods
in the tracks.
Lead singer Brett Scallions voice is accented by
Bell with piercing sounds
from songs such as "Last
Time, " "Scar," "Empty
Spaces," and "Solace."
Even in their hit single off
the album, "Hemorrhage (In

CD Review

My Hands)," there are lines that emphasize this solemn message, such as "leave
love bleeding in my hands."
There are definitely moments when
Fuel sounds like Stone Temple Pilots,
Foo Fighters, Creed, and Bush, which
all produced albums in this post-alternative music era.
What separates Something Like Human from the other albums is that this
one is more consistent and inventive than
the others.
For this quartet that is now based in
Harrisburg, Pa, Something Like Human·
will be another hit in a line of great
albums to come.
RATING: (out of 4 stars) ***1/2
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Chinese Watercolors at
Berman Through October
The Philip and Muriel Berman of Art
at Ursinus College has announced the
opening of its latest exhibition, Chinese
Watercolors
by Zhe-zhou
Jiang.
The exhibition is located in the
Musuem's
Upper Gallery from
Sept.
5
through Oct.
22. Jiang
will give a
painting
demonstration
on
Thursday,
Oct. 5 at 1
p.m. The
public is invited to attend.
Jiang, a
native of
China, is a
graduate of ,,:"',~;
the Beijing
College of
Fine Arts,
China and the Pennsylvania Academy of
• the Fine Arts, Philadelphia. Praised for

his ability to gracefully combine Eastern
and Western art techniques, Jiang's paintings are represented in over four hundred
public and private collections including
the China History Museum
of Beijing and
the Wharton
School & Library of the
University of
Pennsylvania.
Jiang's
work has been
featured in
over twenty
one-person exhibitions' and a
fully illustrated
book on his
paintings was
published in
Hong Kong in

-

www.InternetSiteofthe
Week.com
This Week: www.Phlllymusic.com

Lauren Cyrsky

new and being remodeled as I type currently features a review ofa band that
isn't well known at all, but the site creIn case most of you haven't noticed, ators sure seemed to enjoy their perforUrsinus is located oh-so-very close to one mance.
of the most happening cities on the east
Another cool feature is the posting
coast.
board that let's you search for upcoming
Yeah, that's Philly for ya.
events, stuff for sale (or post stuff you
Unfortunately, few people seem to ven- wanna sell), find someone to teach you
ture too far from Collegeville.
something or offer your services, rent a
Fortunately, there is help. Check out rehearsal space or rent your place out for
www.Phillymusic.com. Here you'll get someone else to use, and you can even
listings of local bands and where they're network with other area artists.
playing. Whether you fancy Rock, Jazz,
There's also a section for general topic
Blues, Hip-Hop, R&B, Electronic, Rave, discussions. There are a lot of people
Gothic, Dark, Ska, Punk, Folk, Classical, searching for singers and songwriters,
Traditional, or Cover Bands - you'll find bassists, guitarists, and places announcit here.
ing a need for a band to play, and bands
In addition to where and when these searchin~ for places to perfonn.
bands are playing, you'll find links to their
An account needs to be setup to access
1999.
webpages. Sometimes they even have all of these features, but like the best
Jiang, a
music that you can sample before you things in life, it's FREE!
current residrive all the way down to the ci ty to check
So, next time you're sitting around and
dent of Philathem out in person. (You wouldn'twantto doing the usual weekend routine, check
delphia, is the
waste any valuable time that could be outwww.phillymusic.com and break up
founder of the
spent warming up your arm for that beer the monotony ofUC life, if only for one
Huaguang Art
pong tournament. now would you?)
night of the week. Hanging out can only
& Cultural Center in Philadelphia.
The home page - this site is relatively be cool for so long .
Co-Editor-in-Chief

Behind-the-Scenes Entertainment News
September.
Fans who download the tracks
\*

ale Maroney

:A.+E Writer

tney Drives Justin Crazy
tney Spears has told Elle magazine

Online Pranksters
Offspring will be periodically releasing tracks from their new albums
onto the Internet for free download.
Their first single "Original Prankster" will be released on the 29th of

tJustin Timberlake and her are presdating, though they are not enBut Spears says that when the
..,.,.,,"" engagement went around they
itfimny.
delmltD

c

and Mary J

a start date has been set for the
of production on the much
Spidennan movie. Tobey
will play the title role with
:lUdson (Almost Famous) playing
,. ~..u::;, his girlfriend.

INI

oI

DMX Unplugged

also have a chance to win a million dollars. The album, "Conspiracy of One"
will be released in November.

Rapper DMX has signed an agreement
with Harper Publishing to write his
autobiography for release in the fall of
next year.
The autobiography, yet unnamed,
follows the life of the rapper from the
mean city streets to rap superstardom.
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Jon Fishman
drums, vocals

enlng

at H r h
Park
tadium.
That orr ct I Page McConnell
Trey Anastasio
Mike Gordon
aid my fir t. I keyboard. vocals
guitar, vocals
bass, vocals
am not proclaiming to be th bigg t Phi h-h ad by any
old-out audi n e. t H r h y t o t
mean at all I e nly been Ii tening to of bl ach r ar on ith r id of the
themonacon tantba i fora little whil .
lawn
hich a actually gra 0 er d
But the reality i that I like what I hear with rubb r padding.
0 matter how
and orne oftheir ong hav been known uncomfortabl it might ha e be n to it
to get tuck in my head for week on end, on no on cared becau e no one wa
o when I wa offered the chance to go to
itting.
oon a Phi h came out I
the how I jumped at it.
didn t it down onc . Th band tart d
Unless you have actually be n to a with ir t ub and" otta Jibboo" off
how, there i trulynowaytod cribeit. oftheirmostr c ntalbum,entitl d" annIt is like a you are in a total1y different hou e.' All around me people
re
world. As soon as you enter the concert dancingandju thavingagreattim . The
venue people of all background and show only got better a the night went on.
walk oflife immediately surround you. Also in the first et were "Birds of a
oncertgoers range from hippies, young
eather," "Run Like An Antelope," and
and old, with their patchwork dresses lastly "Golgi Apparatus," which was proband corduroys that they've made them- ably the most memorable song of the
selves to college students in Abercrombie evening. During the number, an all-out
& Fitch. But all were united on one war with glow sticks commenced on the
issue-seeing Phish and having an awe- lawn. It was fast and furious, and one of
some time. The theme of the concert the members of the group wa actually
tI
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Aussies Enjoying 2000 Sydney Games
Jenny L. Allen
University of Florida

(V-WIRE) SYDNEY--A week into the
Olympic Games, Aussies have picked
up one fewer medal than the United
States and done so in some events, like
the 400-meter freestyle relay, that were
once considered American strongholds.
These home-turfvictories have led to
an outpouring of loud, unabashed and
often inebriated Aussie spirit.
It flows out of the Olympic venues,
down the cobblestone streets of The
Rocks and into the harbor that is the life
of this city.
"We got into town last night and were
watching events on television," saidJohn
Litzow, 40, of Brisbane. "We turned
down the volume because you didn't

triet as much as possible.
need it with all of the noise outside."
"I've been here for more than three
"I didn't understand why the city was
There is not an Australian in the city
bours, and I am going to stay here
that does not know the correct response of spending so much money on the whole
until I get at least one ticket. My
"Oi, oi, oi" to a screamed" Aussie, Aussie, project just because the rest of the world
parents even bought a big screen TV
Aussie" prompt in a venue, in a bar or on was coming," the 26-year-old said. "I was
so we could watch the opening and
a bus.
just annoyed with the whole thing. "
closing ceremony on it. "
The announcement ofanything AustraNow Gumbert spends her time in a line
lian -- an athlete, an official, anything behind hundreds ofpeople hoping to snatch over the Internet, but that's not enough, "
other than their Prime Minister, John up last minute tickets to catch a glimpse of Leeson, 48, said while lmitting in line to
Howard -- leads to loud, seemingly end- her favorite athletes taking on the rest of alleviate her boredom.
less cheers.
the world.
"I am trying for just one more -- this
The views of some Sydneysiders, like
"I've been here for more than three time for canoeing."
Xanthe Gumbert, have changed since the hours, and I am going to stay here until I
Leeson said her TV constantly is tuned
games began.
get at least one ticket," Gumbert said. to the national telecast of the Games
Gumbert had planned to boycott the "My parents even bought a big screen TV "while I clean, while I am on the phone,
Olympics, and as the games grew closer, so we could watch the opening and closing even while I am in the shower."
she continued to tum her back on the ceremony on it."
"I don't want to miss any of the good
whole program, switching off the televiOthers are coming back for more, like parts, so Ijust leave [the television] on,"
sion when pre-Olympic coverage was aired Diane Leeson of Scotland Island.
she said, adding that friends stop by to
and avoiding the Central Business Dis"I bought tickets to 10 different events watch the Olympics with her."

Volleyball Spikes to .500 Overall Record
Dana DeUedonne
Grizzly Sports

The women's volleyball team ended
the week one game over .500 to better
their record to 7-7. The lady Bears
racked up a win over Gwynnedd Mercy
early in the week beating them 3-0.
Seniors Nikki DiMascio and Jody Smith
played key roles in the win, each recording double digits in kills, digs, and assists. DiMascio with 12 kills and Smith
with 15 assists and II digs.
"The team felt confident going into the
match," DiMascio said. "We played
well and didn't let up. It
Over the weekend the team travelled

to the Allentown Invitational Tournament day, the second day of the tournrnent, the
where they suffered two tough losses on ladies redeemed themselves and pulled
Friday night.
out two wins
The first loss
against Beaver College
came from
Lebanon Valand Albright
ley 3-1. AlCollege, 3-0,
though the
3-0, respecteam lost to
tively. Many
Leb Val, they
ofthe players
played an
came out of
--Senior
Nicole
DiMascio
outstanding
the Beaver
game. Freshgame with
man Laura Dougherty dug 22 balls up for great stats includingjunior Nicole Debus
the Bears and added 18 assists while with 18 digs (team high), freshman Marie
junior Becky Chilcoat lead the team in DiFliciantoniowith 11 kills, and DiMascio
digs with 27. Allentown also came out on with 14 kills and 17 digs. Dougherty
the team upend
t with 23
of the bears
3-0. On Satur- he

FOOTBALL

FIEI,D HOCKEY

at. September 30
VI. warth more

Wednesday, Sept. 27
vs.Bucknell
home
at 4:30 p.m.

away
at 1:00

"The team felt confident. We played well
and didn't let up."

M.

SOCCER

Wednesday, Sept. 27
vs. Swarthmore
home
at 4 p.m.

w. SOCCER
Wednesday, Sept. 27
vs. Haverford
away
at 3:30 p.m.

W.

assists and junior Eboni Woodard added
7 kills.
DiMascio was once again named to
the All Tournament Team.
The women's volleyball team faces
off against Centennial Conference foe
F&M on Wednesday night in Helfenich
at 7 p.m.

Interested in
Sports Writing?
Enjoy Taking Pictures?
Contact Diane Johnson
at dijohnson
for more details I

VOlLEYBALL

VVednesday, Sept. 27
vs. F & M
home
at 7 p.m.

X-COUNTRY
Saturday, Sept. 30
at Susquehanna Inv.
at 10:30 a.m.
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Cross Country Steps. Up a Messiah Invite
Lauren Cyrsky
Co-Editor-in-Clzie!

Picked to finish last in the conference this season, the UC men's
and women's cross-country team
is making a name for itself and
turning heads. After the women
finished first at the Abington Invitational, they went on to place
second to the home team at the
Messiah Invitational this past
weekend.
Junior Lindsey Glah fmished
ninth for the Bears in 21 :48.9,
with freshman Kate Dougherty
in 12thplacewitha timeof21 :58.
Juniors Bridget Baines, Jamie
Johnston, and Lauren Cyrsky fmished 15th, 17th, and 29th, respectively. The women scored
78 points to Messiah's 19.
For the men, junior Brian
Penderghest finished fourth with
a time of28:24.7. Senior Mike

Keeper finished 24th for the Bears in
30:12.
The presence of freshman Drew Foy
was missed in the top packs ofthe race due
to an injury that occurred during the last
half of the race.

Senior Josh Polensky finished 43rd for
the men.
The course was a challenging one, with
rolling hills and nvists and turns that lead
to a steep last-half descenl to the finish
line.

"The course was challenging but fast,"
junior Mariana Morris said. "Messiah
had an unfair advantage."
The weekend before the Messiah meet
was devoid of competition, allowing the
team to practice harder than usual.
"I told the President (Strassburger) we
were going to be third or second," head
coach Neil Schafer said. "We were right
on."
Although this season's successes have
helped put Ursinus back on the map as an
imposing figure in the Centennial Conference cross-country circuit, Schafer still
seesroom forimprovement. "That doesn't
mean that we're done. We have got to
keep moving until the 28th of October,"
Schafer added.
Oct. 28th marks the Conference Championshipmeetthatwill be held at Dickinson
College.
The men and women will travel to
Susquehanna University this Saturday for
an Invitational.

Lacrosse's Fall Ball to Prepare Squad for
Rigors of Spring
Sue Patton
Copy Editor

You've seen them already running
through the campus, lined against
Helfferich playing wall-ball, screaming
on the football field.
Yes, it's fall and that means, lacrosse?!
According to Coach Carrie Reilly,
any season is lacrosse season.
Especially when that particular lacrosse team plans to not only win the
conference but to make an appearance
in the NCAA Final Four Championships.
The lady Bears began practice just a
few weeks ago, and their first game isn't
until April.
Why begin so early?
What keeps the girls motivated enough
to practice for a game that is six months

away?
Coming ofT a winning season with a
recordofll-3,theladiesfelltwogames
ort of their goal. Losing two games
·.,-themftom the Centennial Confer-

ence title and therefore out ofthe NCAA
tournament.
The Bears hated ending the 2000
season early and the determination to
go all the way in the 200 1 season keeps
tqem motivated to practice ten hours a
week.
"Fallball is about fundamentals. We
focus on solidifying the basics so in the
spring, we are ready to run our systems
effectively," Reilly commented.
Fall practices do not demand as much
from the girls as does spring training.
Aims for fallball include mental
toughness training, strengthening, team
bondage, and goal assessment.
For the freshmen, fallball is an opportunity to ease them into the demands and
intensity of the regular season.
''The team is like a pseudo family for the
freshman who are away from home for the
fll'st time," freshman Julie Miklos said.
The earlier teammates establish a friendship the quicker and stronger chemistry
will happen on the field.
The Bears have a long road ahead of

them.
They are ready, willing and excited to
travel on the road to the final four.
Senior defender and tri-captain Devon
Plum remarked, "Judging from the atmosphere and excitement surrounding the
team thus far, a phenomenal season can
be the only outcome".

Dive Team
Informationalll'1:eeting
Tuesday September 26
Pfahler Auditorium
at 9 p.m.
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occer Blown Away
By Blue Jay , 7-1
an
Opinion Editor

Thi aturday pt. 23 th
m n
oc er t m a d alt a de a tating
blo by the Blu Jay fJohn Hopkin
Uni r ity. ini hing th game ith a
core of 7-I the Bear had a particularly rough day on the field.
Junior t v Wilk cored the Bear
only goal for the day during the 38th
minute of the second half of play.
It a a difficult loss. They took
ad anlage ofthe mistak that we made.
We were also missing a few key players
that could have really helped us," Wilk
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The Agony of Ecstasy: I legal Drug Popular
Among Young Adults
Sue Patton
Copy Editor

The US Drug Enforcement Administration has only considered the 80-year-old
drug known as ecstasy, illegal for 15
years. At one time, local clubs and bars
conveniently sold the drug as an alternative to alcohol. During the 70s and 80s,
ecstasy became popular among college
campuses and larger clubs and has since
become the second most popular recreational drug (next to marijuana). Many
consider ecstasy a safe drug and even
argue in favor ofits therapeutic benefits.
However, there are many dangerous short
and long-tenn effects that many do not
consider before they take a hit.
In 1914, chemists created ecstasy by
accident while trying to develop a bloodvessel constrictor. The substance,
methylenedioxy-methamphetamine or
MDMA, was not extensively researched
until the 1950s. By the 1970s, some
American therapists became enthusiasts
of MDMA (renamed ecstasy) claiming
Its ability to unleash emotions and stimulate compassion. Over a million doses
were administered during that decade

until it was made illegal in 1985. The only
country not to follow in America's footsteps was The Netherlands, where it remains legal.
People ofall walks
of life experiment
with ecstasy, not just
the stereotypical
ravers. The use of
ecstasy is prominent
among college students and middleclass,
married
couples.
Unlike alcohol,
cocaine, and other
drugs, ecstasy seems
to have fewernegative effects on the
body. However,
there are many dangers in the world of"e"
that are less evident than hangovers.
Pi lIs consumed may contain other more
destructive drugs, while some pills may
not even contain MDMA at all. The
pureness of an ecstasy pill cannot be
detennined by looking at it. An organization called DanceSafe, which operates in

the US, sets up at different clubs and raves
offering to test ecstasy pills. The organization reported to "Time" magazine in
July that 40 percent of the pills they tested
were not MDMA.
Ecstasy releases
a chemical in the
brain known as
serotonin. The
chemical, which
the brain strictly
regulates, controls
mood, sex drive,
appetite and sleep,
and also nonna1izes body temperature (Time: July
17,2000). Unless
users drink water,
the body can become overheated, especially when dancing in close quarters. Overheating the
body can cause extr<:me heat stroke, leading to fainting, seizures, and possibly
death.
Researchers believe forcing serotonin
from the brain can permanently damage
the brain's chemical receptors (Time).

When a user needs the serotonin naturally, the brain may not access the chemical properly. The lack of serotonin can
lead to chronic depression and result in
memory loss.
Recently, authorities have been cracking down on the use and distribution of

"e".
Heavier jail sentences have ensued
when more than five pills of ecstasy are
found on an individual.
The more long and short-tenn affects
discovered, the more people consider
the "hug drug" as dangerous as heroin.
There are no "safe drugs".
The possible harm caused by any drug
should outweigh the temporary and
expensive high that it could produce.
Altemativesexist for experiencing empathyand feeling energized that prove to
be a lot less dangerous and are also drugfree.
Try falling in love, which some say is
controlled by serotonin (Time).
You can get almost the same affects of
ecstasy naturally. And while love may
not last forever, surely it's longer than
six hours.

Cyrsky's Guide to Eating Right at UC
~auren Cyrsky

Co-Editor-in-Chie!

ot all food in Wismer is unhealthy,
trary to popular belief. Ok, tri-taters
breakfast and french toast sticks are
on the other end of the spectrum as
as low fat content goes. Here's a real
Ie guideline that I have learned to
e by: If it's fried, don't eat it!
let's do a sample day and see all the
mistakes that can be avoided by
. . .auK. smart.
_ ...~_ - Those bagels seem like a
idea, but they're packed with caloand fat, especially with all the butter
~._.AA cheese piled on. They're a good
of carbs, but not every morning.
is the spice of life so pick a
of days a week to eat them or

make a rule not to eat them for breakfast
on consecutive days.
My favorite alternative: English muffins. They're so much better for you.
Eggs are ok to throw in there every once
in a while. They have a lot of protein and
now we don't have to worry about them
being high in cholesterol. Try it on an
english muffin while you're at it.
Orange juice is ok to drink - vitamin C
rocks, but not too much of it. Fruit juice
is loaded with "empty calories" and loads
of sugar. Try peeling and eating an
orange instead. It will fill you up more
and get some fiber into your diet.
LUDch - Lunch is a confusing meal.
After a big breakfast~ I'm never too hungry and I try to keep it light because I have
practice 2-3 hours later. I personally
prefer a salad. I try and add a hard-boiled

egg, sonle beans, and on some days dry
tuna fish into it. Just plain lettuce isn't
healthy. Make sure to get in extra veggies
along with the protein found in the fish,
eggs, and beans. Add some bread or
pasta, cheese, and salad dressing since
living off the salad bar definitely isn't
healthy. If all you are eating is a salad
make sure the dressing isn't always fatfree. The human body needs fat to absorb
certain nutrients and you may feel sluggish later in the day.

Dinner - This is my LEAST favorite
meal of the day. I love vegetables, but I
can never tell what they are cooked in and
sometimes they are overcooked. That's no
good, because then all the nutrients are
drained from them. So, basically you
could be eating nothing. Again, I'll hit the
salad bar and load upon some rawveggies.

Eating pasta at every meal isn't good. No
one is that active that they'll bum off a11
those carbs from the day.
I've also made another rule for myself
- I only go up once for food. Every little
bit adds up.
If you're still hungry after the initial
trip up, make a bee-line for the alad bar!
Now's the time to get in those 5-7 servings of fruits and veggies for the day.
If after all that you're still hungry, you
can gi ve yourself permission to visi t the
dessert table. At least the rest of the day
was healthy!
Oh, and lastly, drink water! Sometimes we eat because we're thirsty . Your
body win try to drain water from anything that enters your mouth. Aim for
two fun glasses at each meal and drink
throughout the day.
Good luck!
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